(2) STUDENTS who register after Friday, August 22 will be automatically entered on
their appropriate class section list. All students must submit the MC Quizzes on Chapters
4 and 6 by 5 p.m., Friday, September 19. Good luck!

(3) In class labs: details.

(4) Bubble sheets: details

(5) To all of us: TA responsibilities

(6) MC Ch 4: Questions you asked

(7) MC quiz: more details

(8) Exam Dates

(9) Roll Calls

(10) MC Ch 6: Questions you asked

(11) To all of us 2

(12) Grades, when, where

(13) Identify your work

(14) Posting of keys

(15) MC Ch 10: Questions you asked

(16) Roll Call #2: section 4, MWF only

(17) Midterm Exam

(18) Section 5 only Tu, Th 11 a.m.: Key to 15 questions Ch 10. Kevin is ill. Jingtao
Wu will post detailed answers shortly.

(19) Midterm Review, all sections, Elizabeth; Carver 001, Wednesday, 7-8:30 p.m.

(20) Midterm Exam, Section 4 Only; Midterm Review by Ryan Sullivan, Thursday,
October 9, 7-8 p.m., 1652 Gilman

(21) MC Ch 11 Questions you asked

(22) MC Ch 12 Questions you asked
(23) Roll call for sections 1 and 5 will be taken this Thursday. Roll call for section 4 will be taken this Friday, 10/24/03.

(24) Access to grades; you need Microsoft Excel

(25) Recent performance RGDP, P, Fed

(26) MC Ch 13 Questions you asked

(27) To all of us (3)

(28) View chart of frequency of questions asked, message from Stephanie Bridges

(29) MC Ch 5 Questions you asked